" Failure Inventory"
Directions:
1. List out all of the mistakes or failures from the situation you are focusing on
2. Figure out which categories of "Causes of Failure" each mistake belongs in
3. Start by focusing on Level 1 "Causes of Failure" and work down the list
4. Use the guiding prompts from the aligned "Problem-Solving" section to help you come up with solutions for the
different "Causes of Failure"

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Causes of Failure

Lack of Effort:
Key people involved simply did not try
very hard to successfully implement the
plan.

Focus on motivation:
How can you increase incentives for
putting in effort (personally or for
others)?

Lack of Attention:
Key people involved put in effort, but
distractions and disruptions kept them
from being consistent in their attention to
detail.

Focus on limiting distractions and disruptions:
What were the disruptions/distractions and how
can you prevent them from coming up next time?

Lack of Time:
Poor management of time - either not
enough given to be successful, or poor
use of time - prevented enough focused
effort to be put in.

Focus on Time Management:
How can you find more time to spend on
the task or extend the deadline?

Lack of Ability:
Key people involved simply did not have
the right skills or level of experience to
be successful.

Focus on Teaching and Coaching:
How can you find or provide more resources for
learning? How can you increase time with a coach,
teacher, or mentor? Who else can teach or coach?

Lack of Communication:
Key people involved did not have all the
information necessary (but the information
was available or could have been) and made
mistakes based on this lack of information.

Focus on Culture:
How can you increase how often people are in the
same room or space? How can you help people feel
more comfortable communicating information? How
can you help people listen better and take each other
more seriously?

Lack of Timely Assessment:
There was no clear measure of success, causing
a lack of clarity. OR key people waited too long
to check progress, only catching mistakes once
they had become too big to easily fix.

Lack of Strong Systems or Planning:
Plan or systems not clear enough to support
efforts over time or the plan is solving the wrong
problem. Failure results from getting "stuck" or
running out of resources unexpectedly.

Level 4

Problem-Solving

Experimentation:
Intentional. "Trial and Error" experimentation to
try something very new and unknown leads to
necessary mistakes and failures for learning.

Focus on Regular Assessment:
How often do you need to check on progress to avoid
major problems? How can you create easier ways to
measure progress? How can you better check to make
sure mistakes are not missed?

Focus on Development:
How can you make more time in advance to fully think
through the plan? Who are experts that need to be
present to make sure the plan makes sense and avoids
known problems? How can you get them involved? What
similar systems already exist that you can build from?

Focus on Documentation:
How can you make sure as much information as
possible is being recorded? What are different
ways you can solve the same problem?

